
Do you remember Egon?

Egon’s upside down. He’s on a journey, composing modal afternoons. That’s what he used to tell 
them, after all. His left ear’s bent the wrong direction, stitches swollen, only  one bunny eye left in 
his bunny face. He’s being hauled across the wooden parquet’s sunspot dust. The piano sneaks up 
on him. He’s not his better half today.
There’s a reminiscence of jazz between these pitchblack corners and that dimmed daylight. There’s 
anticipation quietly  humming behind thick curtains. Do you feel that certain slant of light, teatime 
afternoons? Do you even remember? Life is long and hard, or it is short and hard, you better decide 
yourself upon it, nasty boy.
Look what’s become of you, Egon. You’re a left-over no one dares to trash. Is this what you 
wanted? To live a life of slow crescendos, gold and misery? Look at these grey spots on your velvet 
fur. You got old and wrinkled, and I stayed young and clean. 
Someone trapped the cello, dropped it, drowned its splinters in that wool-clad bed of yours. They 
used to crack mirrors, they  used to wail, you don’t remember, do you now. All things good and 
wary creep along the wall. The bell drizzles. Egon’s out on the corridor. There’s blinding light, and 
here’s a trumpet. They call it  trouvaille when it’s gone. The tea kettle on the stove gently whistles 
like a prisoner. The doldrums get the hiccups. Egon’s at the door. Do you hear the neighbour 
snoring? He’s sleeping on the attic floor. There’s feet  getting clammy on the stairs. The picture 
window turns to orangeade. The scenery  tips over, reassembles, then crashes right into a puzzle. Are 
they  telling you this is what  your new home should sound like? Drops of a bright future fly by on 
soft wide wings, their shadows on Egon’s traces on the corridor floor. 
But Egon’s gone. He’s long gone. 
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